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ABSTRACT
In this document I examine the compositional process in the original choral music
of Mack Wilberg, (bom 1955) in preparation for a performance of representative works.
The paper will be limited to only a discussion of Dr. Wilberg's original choral
compositions and will not touch upon his arrangements, as these have been dealt with in a
previous document. An analysis of selected works will demonstrate how Wilberg uses
text, form, meter, rhythm and harmony to create choral works that are wonderfully varied
in style and application and that cover a full range of capabilities and tastes. Special
attention will be given to commissions and how commissioned works have influenced
Wilberg's output. This study will point out the stylistic characteristics that make
Wilberg's music distinctive.
The paper begins with a short biographical sketch, and a discussion of Wilberg's
professional accomplishments. This is followed by the main body of the paper in which
the musical elements listed above are analyzed to determine how Wilberg uses them in
order to satisfy the intent of specific commissions.
The following works have been selected for study in this document: Jesu the
Very Thought is Sweet, The Grateful Concert Round, In Monte Oliveti from "Season
Songs", and Jubilate Deo, movement one from "Tres Cantus Laudenti."
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF STUDY

I first became interested in this project in 1999 when Dr. Maurice Skones, then
Director of Choral Activities at the University of Arizona, suggested that a possible topic
for my proposal might be something connected with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Since [ am a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints which sponsors
the choir. Dr. Skones believed that it might be interesting for me to do some research on
the history and contributions of the choir and its conductors to the choral art. As I began
to research this topic, one of the individuals with whom I first came in contact was Dr.
Mack Wilberg, current Assistant Conductor and Composer-in-Residence of the choir. It
was in the context of this first discussion with Dr. Wilberg that I decided to abandon the
more broad scope of a history of the choir and instead focus more specifically on Dr.
Wilberg and his career.
Dr. Wilberg is a humble, quiet, yet articulate man, with a great sense of
commitment to the choral art; he possesses a wide array of abilities that make him one of
the most well-rounded choral musicians I have ever known. He is an accomplished
pianist and has played professionally with The American Piano Quartet, and is also a
wonderful organist. Moreover, he is a talented choral conductor, having served as the
Director of Choral Activities at Brigham Young University (BYU), and currently.
Assistant Conductor of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. He holds a Bachelor of Music
degree in Piano Performance and Composition from BYU, and master's and doctoral
degrees in Choral Music firom the University of Southern California. He is also a
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composer of some reputation. During my six years as a high-school choral director,
I performed several of his arrangements of folk songs and hymn settings, and always
found his music to be of the highest quality. My first conversation with Dr. Wilberg
influenced the decision to focus my paper on him and his music. When I asked him
about the possibility, he indicated that Elliot Jones from the University of Miami was in
the midst of a doctoral paper on the same subject. He then suggested that a study of his
original compositions might make the foundation of an interesting paper.' His suggestion
surprised me, because I had never realized that Wilberg had composed completely
original works; all of my experience with his music was through his arrangements. These
original compositions, it tums out, are a wonderfiil window into the crafl of this
composer.
Dr. Wilberg is a very practical composer in the sense that, like his arranged
music, all of his origineil compositions were bom out of necessity. In the case of the
original works, the driving force behind their creation is not a contract with a publisher
for a yearly "quota" of material, nor are they driven by a need to satisfy some personal
Muse. Instead, each work is the result of a specific commission. This has resulted in a
body of work that is tremendously varied according to the nature of each specific
commission. From simple, single-movement anthem settings that are readily accessible
to almost any amateur choir, to the multi-movemented Tres Cantus Laudenti that was
commissioned and first performed by the Utah Symphony Chorus, Wilberg shows his
ability to compose choral music for any level of ability. From the minimalist nature of his
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setting of In Monte Oliveti to the Bachian tendencies of the Soli Deo Gloria, he
shows his skill in composing music in a multiplicity of styles.
Unlike many modem-day composers who turn out numbers of compositions that
sound much the same. Dr. Wilberg composes in a truly broad range of styles. This is
perhaps the most interesting aspect of his gift. When asked if there are any defining
characteristics of his compositions he replies, "It really depends on which piece you are
looking at. I don't try to infuse my compositions with any particular trait that will
distinguish them. Rather, I try to create works that will be appropriate for the audiences
and performers for whom they are intended."- In this, he has been truly successful. The
variety and scope of Wilberg's original choral music place him as one of today's
preeminent composers of sacred choral music.
This paper will demonstrate how Dr. Wilberg uses the elements of text, form,
meter, rhythm, and harmony to create varied works suitable for varying levels of ability
that answer the needs of specific commissions. Chapter One of the document is a brief
biography of Dr. Wilberg and provides an overview of some of his accomplishments.
Chapter Two presents a study and conductor's analysis of four of his nine original choral
works including:

Deo from "Tres Cantus Laudenti" (1991), /« Monte Oliveti

from "Season Songs" (1995), Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet (2001), and The Grateful
Concert Round (2001). These numbers were selected because of their place in Wilberg's
output. Jubilate Deo represents Wilberg's writing on a large scale with orchestrated,

' Mack Wilberg, interview with the author, telephone, 14 December 2000, Tucson
AZ.
- Interview by author, telephone, 14 December 2000.
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multi-movement works that appeal to larger, more sophisticated ensembles. In
Monte Oliveti was selected to represent Wilberg's minimalist writing style found in
"Season Songs." Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet and The Grateful Concert Round were
selected because they are representative of Wilberg's works that are written on a smaller
scale, are in a single movement, and are accessible to almost any church or school choral
organization.
My analysis considers the following factors affecting the style of these pieces: (a)
the choice of text including sources and a brief discussion of the process of scansion and
the issues of prosody which are essential in understanding Wilberg's selection of text; (b)
a discussion of Dr. Wilberg's perspective on his work as a composer and his approach to
the process of composition; (c) the influence of commissions on Wilberg's output and an
examination of the conunissions for each of the four works, and (d) a detailed
examination of how Wilberg uses form, meter, rhythm and harmony to create pieces
whose style and level of difficulty reflect the differing requirements of the
commissioning organizations.
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CHAPTER 1: BIOGRAPHY AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mack Wilberg was bom on February 20, 1955 to LaMar and Helen Wilberg in
Price, Utah. He is the second child in the family; proceeded by his sister, Julie, bom
three years earlier. The family's residence was the city of Castle Dale in Emery County,
one of many areas settled by Mormon pioneers in the later years of the 19'*' century. Both
his father's and mother's ancestors had strong pioneer roots; his father's line were
Norwegian immigrants who had joined the Mormon church in their home country, then
traveled to the United States where they then crossed the country by rail to meet with
other members of the same church already in the west. These members, including his
mother's ancestors, had crossed the country in the mid-1800's fleeing religious
persecution in the east.^
One of the most profound events in Wilberg's early life occurred when his father
was killed in a mining accident when he (Wilberg) was only nine years old. After this
tragedy, his mother supported the two children by teaching in the local school district.^
Wilberg's musical experience began at the age of four, when his piano studies
began. At the age of nine he began serving in his church as the Sunday School organist.
In junior high he broadened his musical experience by playing the clarinet in the school
band, and for the first time, tried his hand at composition. His first effort was the "Emery
^ Elliot S. Jones, "A Survey of the Choral Arrangements of Mack Wilberg and
Musical Analyses of Representative Arrangements" (Doctoral Essay, University of
Miami, 2000), 2.
' Ibid., 4.
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At the time their sound was quite amazing to me. These two groups often combined
efforts. We did some recordings, some Korean pop music, and also a Christmas
[album]. I had done some things before that in high school, but that's really
where I had my first real, what you'd call "big-time," experiences writing and
arranging. Musically speaking that was a huge steppingstone tor me.^
After the mission experience, Wilberg returned to Brigham Young University. At
this point Dr. Paul Pollei, who was one of Wilberg's former piano instructors, encouraged
him to finish a degree in music. This was an important event because Wilberg had been
questioning whether or not to continue as a music major. Fortunately, Dr. Pollei
convinced Wilberg to remain in the music program, and Wilberg obtained a Bachelor of
Music degree in piano performance in 1979. Concurrent with his piano degree studies,
he became increasingly more interested in composition and began his formal study of the
subject, studying with artists such as Robert Manookin, Merrill Bradshaw, and David
Sargent. By the time he received his degree in piano, he had also completed the
requirements for the composition degree.
Wilberg continued his musical education by enrolling immediately in graduate
school at the University of Southern California, where he was awarded both Master's
and D.M.A degrees in choral music in 1981 and 1985, respectively. He studied
conducting with David Wilson, Rodney Eichenberger, and James Vail. He also
continued his study of composition, eventually completing his first publicly successful

' Jones, 23.
Mack Wilberg, interview with the author, telephone, Tucson AZ., August 29
2001.
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arrangement Three Scottish Folk Songs for SATB choir and piano four-hands. This
arrangement was so impressive that Dr. Eichenberger eventually programmed it for
performance by the U.S.C. Chamber Singers at the ACDA National Convention the
following year.''
Wilberg's doctoral paper incorporates more than one of his interests. As stated by
Jones, "Wilberg's doctoral treatise is another example of his attempt to synthesize his
various areas of study."'* Wilberg researched and put together an annotated list of works
that were written specifically for chorus and piano. Jones noted that the number of works
in this category is surprisingly small, and that many more works have been written for
chorus and orchestra, chorus and organ, and unaccompanied choir.
After completing his graduate studies, Wilberg was offered a position as the
Director of Choral Activities at Brigham Young University for the 1984 school year. He
replaced Dr. Ralph Woodward, who had been Wilberg's chour director during his
undergraduate studies. It was in this position that Wilberg began to gain visibility as a
conductor and composer. He directed the B.Y.U. Concert Choir and Men's Chorus and
gained local and national attention with performances at national conventions of
organizations like the Music Educator's National Conference and the American Choral

" Interview with the author, telephone, August 29, 2001.
Jones, 25.
" Ibid., 26.
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Director's Association." The Men's Chorus, in particular, has experienced
overwhehning success. When Wilberg took over the direction of the group, membership
numbered about 45. When he retired from B.Y.U. 15 years later in 1999, Wilberg had
built the ensemble to 250 singers with one of the most recognized profiles in choral
music."
In addition to his work as a conductor, Wilberg also taught courses in conducting,
choral literature, accompanying, and choral arranging. In these efforts he distinguished
himself as a master teacher and gained the respect of students and colleagues alike as
evidenced by the numerous awards and honors he has received:
1986, Professional Development Award by the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, BYU.
1988, MTNA Convention Senseney Award of Best Piano Teaching
Material.
1991, Distinguished Faculty Teaching Award, BYU
In addition to his teaching duties at B.Y.U, Wilberg took an active role in the
administration of the institution by serving in various positions and on various
committees including: Director of Choral Activities (1985-2000); Acting Coordinator of
graduate music studies (1985); graduate faculty member (1985-1987); member of the
college convocation committee (1987); member of the Department of Music Performance
and Production Council (1987-2000); Coordinator of Music of university devotionals

" Connie Spittler, program notes for All Creatures of Our God and King, Mack
Wilberg, conductor; (Tantara TCD-0299ACR, 1998), compact disc.
"BYU Men's Chorus," BYU Men's Chorus Website', available from
<http://menschorus.clubs.byu.edu/history.html>; Internet; accessed 17 June, 2001.
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America (1994); and the Radio Hungary production. Live Radio (1994). As a
conductor/lecturer, he has appeared with the combined choirs and orchestras of Brigham
Young University, Minnesota Choral Director's Association, American Choral Director's
Association National Convention, Iowa Choral Director's Association, University of
Oklahoma, Utah Symphony Chorus, Mormon Tabernacle Choir, Montana State
University Chamber Music Festival, Utah Summer Arts Festival, and numerous high
school and jr. high all-state and regional choirs.'^
In 1999, Wilberg was invited to serve as one of the associate directors of the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir in Salt Lake City. Wilberg's appointment came at the same
time as another associate. Barlow Bradford, formerly of the University of Utah, who was
also asked to serve as an Associate Director. Bradford and Wilberg joined Craig Jessop
who had been selected to replace retiring Jerold Ottley as the Musical Director for the
choir.-"
Wilberg's duties in his new position include helping to prepare the choir for its
weekly broadcast of Music and the Spoken Word, a radio and television program that
intermingles sacred readings and stories with the performance of sacred choral music.
Wilberg conducts one of these broadcasts each month and is given time to prepare the
choir in the three preceding Thursday night rehearsals. In addition to his time with the
Tabernacle Choir, Wilberg also has primary responsibility for a new ensemble called the

" Lamb, 33-37.
^ Charlene Winters, "Wilberg Transposed to Tabernacle Choir," Brigham Young
Magazine 53, no. 2 (Summer 1999): 16-17.
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In speaking of his work as a composer and arranger Wilberg states:
I just think that one's original material is closer to one's heart. With the
arrangements you feel this to some extent, but in the original compositions you
are really baring your soul. You're opening yourself, in a very personal way, to
criticism and judgement. "Why did he do this? Why did he set this text?" And I
think the process is sometimes more difQcult. Giving birth to one's original
things can be such a painful thing. Perhaps they become more a part of you.^
Since Wilberg feels closer to his original compositions than to the
arranged music, it seems important to study this body of music and the
process of his composition: what drives it and how it is manifest.

^ Jones, 32-33.
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CHAPTER 2: STUDY AND ANALYSIS

Text
The first phase of Wilberg's compositional process to be examined is the
composer's selection of text. For Dr. Wilberg, the choice of text is paramount in creating
a composition of quality. "Choosing an appropriate, high quality text is the first order of
business. It is the foundation upon which the whole piece rests."-^
In exploring further the notion of what Wilberg refers to as "appropriate" text,
there are two aspects that are important. First is that he is very concerned that the
accessibility of the text meets the expectations of the group for whom the piece is
intended, and second the text must have a sense of integrity.
For Wilberg, the selected anthem texts, which are all settings by eighteenth and
nineteenth century hymnists,^ are more accessible in that they are strophic and rhyming.
These traits are shown in examples one and two, which are the texts for the two anthems.
The Grateful Concert Round and Jesu, the Very Thought is Sweet.

#1 - The Grateful Concert Round - text by Philip Skelton (1707-1767)
Verse 1
To God, ye choir above begin a hynm so loud and strong.
That all the universe may hear, and Join the grateful song.
Praise him thou sun who dwells unseen amidst transcendent light.
Where thy refulgent orbs would seem a spot as dark as night.
'* Interview by author, 5 January 2002, Salt Lake City.
^ Lionel Dakers, The Church Anthem Handbook, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1994), 34.
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Verse 2
Thou silver moon, ye host of stars, the universal song.
Through the serene and silent night to listening worlds prolong.
Sing him, ye distant worlds and suns, from whence no traveling ray
Hath yet to us, through ages past, had time to make its way.
Verse 3
Ye works of God, that dwell unknown beneath the rolling main;
Ye birds, that sing among the groves, and sweep the azure plain;
Ye stately hills, that rear your heads, and tow'ring pierce the sky;
Ye clouds, that with a rounded face majestic roll on high;
Verse 4
Assist ye raging storms and bear on rapid wings his praise.
From north to south, from east to west, through heav'n and earth and seas.
What-e'er ye are, where-e'er ye dwell. Ye creatures great or small.
Adore the wisdom, praise the pow'rthat made and governs all.
Verse S
And if ye want for sense or sounds, to swell the grateful noise.
Prompt mankind with that sense, and they shall find for you a voice.
From all the boundless realms of space let loud hosannas sound;
Loud send, ye wondrous works of God, the grateful concert round.
The original text of Jesu, the Very Thought is Sweet is generally attributed to St.
Bernard of Clairvaux (c.l090 - 1153), although the argument has been made that the real
author is an anonymous Cistercian who lived at the close of the 12'*' century.-® The
original Latin text is shown side by side with a poetic English translation of the Latin,

^Ron Jeffers, Traditions and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Volume I:
Sacred Latin Texts (Corvallis, Oregon: Earthsongs, 1988), 134.
^Ibid., 133.
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(which is what Wilberg sets), by James Neale (1818-1866).-' A more literal word for
word translation by Ron Jefifers has been given below the Latin.

^ Leon Litvak, John Mason Neale and the Quest for SorbomosL (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1994), 13.

#2 - Jesu. the Very Thought is Sweet - James Neale (1818-1866).
Jesu,

dulcis

memdria.

lesus,

sweet

thought.

Dans

vera

Giving

true

cordis

gdudia:

of heart

Sed

super

met

et

But

above

honey and

joy.

omnia
all

Ejus

dulcis

praesentia.

His

sweet

presence.

Nil

cdnitur

Nothing

sudvius.

is sung

Nil

more lovely.

duditur

Nothing

jucundius.

is heard more delightful.

Nil

lesu. the very thought is sweet.
In that dear Name all heart-joys meet;
But O than honey sweeter far
The glimpses of his Presence arc.

cogildlur

dulcis.

No word is sung more sweet than this;
No name is heard more full ofbliss:
No thought brings sweeter comfort nigh.
Than Jesus. Son of God most high.

Nothing, is thought of, sweeter.

Quam Jesus
Than

Dei

Jesus

Filius.

of God Son.

Jesu

spes

paenitentibus.

Jesus

hope

for penitents.

Quam plus es
How

peieniibus!

idnd you are to petitioners!

Quam

bonus te

How

good

quaerentibus!

you

Sed quid
But

what

Jesus, the hope of souls forlorn!
How good to them for sin that mourn!
To them that seek thee, O how kind!
But what are thou to them that And?

to seekers!

invenientibus?
to those finding you!

This verse was written by Neale.

lesu, thou sweetness, pure and blest.
Life's Fountain, Light of souls distressed:
Surpassing all that heart requires.
Exceeding ail that soul desires.

Nec

lingua

valet

No

tongue

is able to say.

No tongue of mortal can express.
No letters write its blessedness;
Alone who hath thee in his heart
Knows, love of Jesus, what thou art.

dicere.

Nec

llttera

expremere:

No

word

to express:

Expertus

potest

Experienced one

is able to believe

Quid sit
What may be

credere

Jesum
Jesus

diltgere.

to love?
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In contrast to the accessibility of this text. Example #3 shows the text iot Jubilate
Deo, the first movement of "Tres Cantus Laudenti." Notice that any sense of rhyme
scheme is gone, and even though this text is part of a Psalm, the strophic structure of the
verse is not as readily apparent as in The Grateful Concert Round. These qualities make
this particular text more sophisticated and less accessible.
Example #2 - Jubilate Deo - Psalm 100; 1-4
Verse 1
Jubilate Deo, omnis terra;
Servite Domino in laetitia.
Introite in conspectus ejus in exultatione.
Verse 2
Scitote quoniam Dominus ipse est Deus;
Ipse fecit nos, et non ipsi nos;
Populos ejus, et oves pascuae ejus.
Verse 3
Introite portas ejus in confessione.
Atria ejus in hymnis; confitemini illi.
Laudate nomen ejus.
Another facet of the appropriateness of sacred texts for Wilberg is derived from
his own religious background. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, to which
Wilberg belongs, subscribes to a very conservative practice in the use of sacred language,
generally identified by a solemn, reverential tone when speaking to or about Deity. In
addition, traditional sacred language (Thou, Thee, Thine etc.) replaces the more modem
pronouns (Your, You, Yours). This is the background then through which Dr. Wilberg
analyzes each text in terms of its appropriateness. For instance, in discussing the
similarity of the texts selected for his Anthems, Wilberg states:
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These English hymnists from this period [18"* - 19'*' century] seem to be very
close in their nature to what we deal with in the Church. They all use appropriate
sacred language, and the texts have immediate accessibility.
Of course most hymn texts are that way, aren't they? ^
The other trait that Wilberg sites as a qualifying aspect of a chosen text is that it
must be of "high quality." For him this means one of two things. First the text must be
musical. According to Wilberg, a musical text will have some kind of natural, recurring,
metrical structure. He then tries to find this naturally occurring meter and use it as the
creative germ around which the music will be composed. It is at this point that some
discussion of poetic scansion of English verse is necessary in order for us to fully
understand the "musical" qualities of Wilberg's chosen texts.^
Scansion is the process by which poetry is analyzed in order to determine which
syllables have strong and weak stresses (indicated in this document by 'STRONG' and
'weak' respectively). A line of a simple poem by Browning is therefore analyzed for
stress as follows:^"

That's my last Duchess painted on the wall,
THAT'S my LAST DUCHess PAINTed on the WALL,
Interview by author, 5 January 2002, Salt Lake City.
^ It is important to note that Wilberg does not intentionally use poetic scansion in
his compositional process. Rather he simply hears stress and meter in a particular way
that he then uses as a basis for his musical settings. In outlining the process of scansion,
the author has merely tried to point out that this natural inclination to find the "musical
qualities" of the text is not just a subjective element of Wilberg's decision making, but is
in agreement with objective procedures.
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Scansion also allows us to determine regular divisions of poetic lines, called "feet."
According to this same online source, 90% of all metered English poetry is written in
iambic feet (da DUM), Furthermore, an estimated 40% of this group is composed of
variant feet, which means that there is more than one type of foot present in a single line.
Other types of feet include trochees (DUM da), pyrrhics (da da), spondees (DUM DUM),
anapests (da da DUM), and dactyls (DUM da da). Using the same line by Browning we
can see one possible reading;

THAT'S my/LAST DUG H / ess PAINT / ed on / the WALL,
trochee /

spondee

/

iamb

/pyrrhic/ iamb

While it is true that there are other possible readings, the standard method of
scansion follows some very basic guidelines listed below:
1) One-syllable nouns, verbs and adjectives usually receive a strong stress,
although common words like "here" and "still" may vary, depending on the
context.
2) One-syllable prepositions (in, at, on, etc.), articles (a, an, the), conjunctions
(and, or, so), and the "to" in infinitives are normally not stressed.
3) "Not" is usually not stressed, nor are words that can be contracted, like "not."
Auxiliary verbs (am, will, have) are not usually stressed, nor are modals
(should, could, may).
4) Pronouns are not usually stressed.
5) Meaning affects the stress. Generally, new information is stressed, and thus
can force stress onto words that normally do not have it. Consider the stress in
this sentence: "The book is IN the desk, not on it."
6) Multi-syllabic words are usually stressed as in speech. Gheck your dictionary
for help.

^ Caleb Murdock, A Look at Scansion Methods. Available:
<www.poemtree.com/scansionJitm>; Internet; April 15, 2002.
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7) The established rhythm of a poem may force words into a stressed
position, even though they are not normally stressed and do not convey new
information. This eSect occurs in bad poems by accident and in comic poems
on purpose.
When these gmdelines are applied to the hymn texts chosen by Wilberg, we can
begin to understand this characteristic of "musicality" that is so important in his texts.
Example #3 shows the first verse of text to Jesu, the Very Thought is Sweet with the
scansion applied.
Example #3 — verse i- Jesu, the Very Thought is Sweet
JE su / the VE / ry THOUGHT / is SWEET,
trochee/ iamb /
iamb
/ iamb
In THAT / DEAR NAME / all HEART / joys MEET;
iamb / spondee
/ iamb
/ iamb
but O / than HON / ey SWEET / er FAR
iamb/ iamb / iamb / iamb
the GLIMP / ses of / his PRE / sence ARE.
iamb /pyrrhic / iamb /iamb

This interpretation leads to the conclusion that this part of the text is in iambic
tetrameter (the majority of the poetic feet are iambic, and there are four (tetra) feet per
line). To understand Wilberg's concern for "musical" texts we can now compare the
poetic setting that we have scanned with the musical values Wilberg has used to set the
text. Example #4 shows the same scanned interpretation but adds Wilberg's given note

Murdock, internet; April 15,2002.

values above the text. Notice that the rhythmic content is the same in each line as
well as in each verse.

Example #4

JJ jJJcJ

JJ

JE su / the VE / ry THOUGHT / is SWEET,
trochee/ iamb /
iamb
/ iamb

j J J cJ

jj

J cJ

[n THAT / DEAR NAME / all HEART / joys MEET:
iamb / spondee
/ iamb
/ iamb

j j j c J JJ

JcJ

but O / than HON / ey SWEET / er FAR
iamb/ iamb / iamb / iamb

JJ

J J JJ J J

the GLIMP / ses of / his PRE / sence ARE.
iamb /pyrrhic / iamb /iamb

We notice here that Wilberg's musical values do not always correspond to the
structure of a particular foot. Were that the case, a spondaic rhythmic value should have
been assigned to the words "DEAR NAME" (

cJ J

instead of

JJ

) but this would

perhaps seem formulaic and such a mechanical approach is not Wilberg's practice.
Instead, priority is given to the overall structure of the poetry (iambic) which is clearly
reflected in his choice of musical setting.
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perfect sense.^" The author has attempted to retain Wilberg's sense of stress in the
scansion of the text.

JE sus / the HOPE / of SOULS / for LORN!
trochee/ iamb /
iamb / iamb
how good / to THEM / for SIN / that MOURNI
pyrriiic/ iamb f iamb / iamb
to them / that SEEK/THEE O/how KIND!
pyrrhic / iamb / spondee/ iamb
but what / art THOU / to THEM / that FIND?
pyrrhic / iamb / iamb / iamb
v.4
JE su /THOU SWEET/ness PURE / and BLEST
trochee
spondee
/
iamb
/ iamb
LIFE'S FOUN / tain, LIGHT / of SOULS / dis TRESSED
spondee
/
iamb
/
iamb / iamb
sur PASS / ing ALL / that HEART / re QUIRES
iamb / iamb / iamb
/ iamb
ex CEED / ing ALL / that SOUL / de SIRES
iamb / iamb / iamb
/ iamb
V.S

no tongue / of MOR / tal CAN / ex PRESS,
pyrriiic / iamb / iamb / iamb
no LET / ters WRITE / its BLESS / ed ness;
iamb /
iamb /
iamb / pyrrhic

^ Mack Wilberg, interview by author, telephone, 26 April 2002, Tucson AZ.

a LONE/who HATH /THEE in/his HEART
iamb / iamb
/ trochee / iamb
KNOWS LOVE / of JE / sus, what / thou ART.
spondee
/ iamb / pyrrhic / iamb

It is easy to see that taken as a whole, the poem uses the same form as outlined in
verse 1, and that Wilberg is sensitive to this iambic structure in his musical setting.
As can be seen the examples mentioned thus far, scansion, meter and rhythm are
closely connected issues for this composer. More of this discussion will take place under
the heading Meter/Rhythm.
The second aspect of a "high-quality" text that this composer looks for is
integrity. For Wilberg, this is a balance between a surface-level meaning that is easier to
comprehend and a deeper level of possible understanding. En his words;
The texts that draw me seem to be more like parables in that they are easily
understood at a very elementary level, yet they contain great potential for those
who are able to look deeper. For me, if the listener is able to get a grasp of the
basic message of the text the first time he or she hears it, then later is able to
arrive at a more personal interpretation upon later reflection, then the text has
integrity.^
As an illustration of this principle in Wilberg's process, let us refer to Example #6
and the text for In Monte Oliveti.
Example #6 — In Monte Oliveti - taken from Matthew 26:39.41-42
In Monte Oliveti
oravit ad Patrem

On Mount Olivet
he prayed to the Father.

" Mack Wilberg, telephone interview by author, 20 September 2001, Tucson.
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Pater, si fieri potest,
transeat ame calix iste.

Father, if it is possible,
let this cup pass 6*001 tne.

Spiritus quidem promptus est,
Caro autem infirma:

The spirit is willing,
but the flesh is weak.

Fiat voluntas tua.

Thy will be done.

Upon first exposure anyone (with a translation) can understand the basic elements
of this scene in Gethsemane with Christ's desire to do God's will in conflict with his
desire to be spared the pain of the process. In addition, individuals of deep spiritual
conviction and maturity can gain confidence in their ability to overcome personal
weakness since Jesus, the great model, experienced genuine temptation and passed
through the ordeal and was able to overcome. This is the notion of integrity that Dr.
Wilberg looks for in choosing a text.

Form
Once a text has been chosen, Wilberg's next step in the compositional process is
to create a plan for the piece before writing any music. He begins by working out some
of the basic details in his mind. This planning is not necessarily done in concentrated,
formal brainstorming sessions; he finds that this mental work often takes place at times
when he is engaged in an activity that is relaxing or does not require a lot of conscious
focus:
I always have to work it out in my head before I ever put anything on paper.
Sometimes I work it out as I'm driving down the fireeway. Sometimes I do it
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while I'm taking a shower.... I often have to put my brain in a different mode in
order to work out some things.^''
The scheme that Wilberg lays out before beginning to write the actual piece
includes the basic structural elements of the composition:
I don't have all the particulars, but I have to work out the form of the piece before
I can proceed to put anything on paper. That includes, is it accompanied or
unaccompanied? If it's accompanied, what is it accompanied by? Does it have
an introduction? Does it have interludes if it's accompanied? Does it change
keys? I have to have all of that, key scheme and everything else, figured out.
Sometimes what I do is take a piece of manuscript paper and I just write out
schemes, some of which I keep and some of which I don't, but generally by the
bottom of the page I have at least something worked out. Then I start to do all the
nuts and bolts. I try to have all my melodic or thematic material worked out. I
sometimes have an idea if something's going to be a little more contrapuntal.
Although I don't write it out, I at least have an idea of where it's headed."
Of all of these elements that are determined before the writing begins, form is
perhaps the most important in Wilberg's mind. He says, "I have to have the form. If the
form doesn't work then nothing works.""
While his general preference in form tends toward an arch form based on the
golden mean," the variety of ways in which Dr. Wilberg manipulates musical form to suit

Jones, 33.
Ibid.
Interview by author, 5 January 2002, Salt Lake City.
The unequal division of a line such that the ratio of the smaller part to the larger
is the same as that of the larger to the original whole. This ratio is approximately I;l-618,
and in mathematics is described as the "division in extreme and mean ratio". The term
"golden number" or "golden mean" is used today in the context of a natural phenomenon
or a man-made object; it has often been held to produce harmonious proportions in, for
example, architecture, fine art and sculpture, and there have been attempts to detect it in
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his purposes is one of the interesting characteristics of his technique, iliis trait
arises out of his recognition of each piece as a special, unique work in which he has
attempted to serve the needs of each particular commission. Again, in his own words, "I
try to put myself in the place of the specific performers and listeners that are the focus of
a particular commission, then create a form that will satisfy those groups."" For Wilberg
then, the form of a work is not only a creative road-map, but an important contributing
element in the suitability of a particular work for a particular group.
Examples #7-9 are pictorial representations of the basic structural elements of
three of the works that are the focus of this paper. In Example #7, The Grateful
Concert Round, and Example #8, Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet, we see examples of
Wilberg's treatment of strophic structure.

musical forms. Some 20th-century composers have used it consciously.
(http://www.grovemusic.coni/shared/views/articleiitinl?fi:om=a2j&section=music.49579)
Interview with the author, telephone, 29 August 2001.
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Example #7 - The Grateful Conccrt Round

v.»:5-20

4
G

8
4x2

v.4: 53-68

3;

8

8

4t4

4x2

G
D
To God. yc choir above
begin...

8
4'4

G
O
Thou silver moon, ye
host of stars...

8
4x2

8
4t4

Ci
D
Ye works of God. that
dwell unknown...

8
4x2

8
414

G
D
Assist, ye raging storms
and bear...

8
4x2

13
41217

G
G
A n di f y cw a n if o r s c n s e o r
sounds...

In the chart of The Grateful Concert Round, we see that the strophic nature of the
text is highlighted by the repetitive musical material in which each verse of text is given
nearly identical key and phrase structure. We see that each verse of text is set to the same
sixteen-bar phrase. These larger groups are further divided in half, into two eight-bar
phrases. Each of these is made up of a pair of four-bar phrases which are identical (4x2)
and another pair of four-bar phrases which are different (4+4). This pattern is identical in
each verse with the exception of verse five where the final phrase is elongated to form an
extended closing passage. From verse one to verse five, the music of each verse is
virtually the same with only slight harmonic alterations at the mid-point for the sake of
variety. For the choir this means less time spent learning new music, and therefore
greater accessibility.
The Grateful Concert Round was commissioned by the Mt. Lebanon United
Methodist Church in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania for performance by their choir. Dr.
Wilberg indicates that he knew that, "This group had performed one of the other anthems
and therefore I felt confident that this new work would suit their level of ability."^'

By

repeating the musical material within the verses of text. Dr. Wilberg has created a work
in which the form of the piece contributes to the ability of the choir to leam it.

Mack Wilberg, telephone interview by author, 20 September 2001, Tucson.
Transcript of conversation.
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Example #8 - Jesu the Ver>' Thought is Sweet

Intro. 1-16 A: 17-32

Rit. 32-47

A: 48-63

Rit. 63-70 B; 71-86
71-78

79-86

V

R
•
(4'4)
(1 -F

F Major

Orgiiii

Sopranos
Utgan
V.I "Jesu the veiy
thought is sweet. "

Tenors
"No word is
sung more sxveet
than this ."
V.2

(i

Organ

'

R
(4)4)

A: 87-102

A: 103-127 Rit.127-142 Ext.143-1 SI

(a 17-32)
87-94 95-102
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(o 17-32)
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of souls forlorn..." sweetness pure
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R
)
(4)4)
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(4)4)

143-ISI
Y
9
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F

SATO/sop.descant Organ
V.5 "No tongue of
mortal can
ejtpte.w. "
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In Example #8, Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet, commissioned by the
Westminster Presbyterian Church, Wilberg uses a slightly different approach to a strophic
text. As shown by the chart, the work is actually in an A A B A A form with an
introduction and coda-like ending. In the form, each 'A' section begins with the main
melody in the home key of F major, then midway through the sixteen-measure phrase
takes a turn to the relative minor before coming back to F major for the end of the phrase.
Each 'A' section retains this basic harmonic, melodic movement. In the 'B' section,
Wilberg takes advantage of the text "souls forlorn" to paint a more somber mood and
begins the section in D minor. Musical Excerpt #1 shows that the first few measures of
the 'B' section are melodically and harmonically almost identical to the last measures of
the 'A' section.

Musical Excerpt #1 - Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet - 'A' Section - in.S6-60

No dMugbt bfings sweet - er

com - fort oigb,

(hui Xe • sus.
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Section - m.71-75

IJeI ' su,I theI Ihopej ofJ
Jc - su, the
•J.

hope

of

4-

-j

I

I

sooii

fix - kml

Hd* good u>

">'»

for - tan!

Hw jooi to

J i I

I

=p

Wilberg's practicality and concern for the accessibility of the piece is that while
the sopranos, altos and tenors may have to sing some new music here in the 'B' section,
they have heard the melody and harmony previously.

Example U9- Tres Canfus Laudenti
Movement I: Jubilate Deo
Text: Psalm 100: 1-4 - appointed to be said at Lauds on feast days, following Psalm 93 Dominus regtiavU, and preceding
Psalm 63 Deus, Dens Mens.
Verse 1
line I

Verse 2
line I

Jubilate Deo, otnnis terra:
confessione,
line 2
servile Domino in laetilia.
illi.
line 3
Introite in conspectu ejus in exultationc.

Verse 3
line I
Scitote qiiuniam Dominus ipse est Ileus:

Introite portas ejus in

line 2

line 2
ipse fecil nos, el non ipse nos;

atria ejus in hymnis: conntemini

line 3

line 3
populos ejus, et ovcs pascuc ejus.

Laudatc nomcn ejus

Verse 4 - Not set in this work.

quoniam siiavis est Dominus;
in aeternum misericordia ejus,
el usque in generalionem
el generalionem verilas ejus.

Introduction

A: 20-38

19
9(5^4)^4(^^2)^6(4^2)
lib

C: 76-99

B: 39-76
Dl.39-Jg
39-46

1-19

19
7(40)H2(2»30t4)
Bb

vl.l
Jubilate Oeo ..

(4
(C|
v1.2

8
t

47-55

4)

9
(2«2*5)

Trans 02:55-76
, 55-58 ,59-66 (a 39-46) 67-76 (a 47-55)

g

I

T•T
4 T
•
(2»2)
V/V

vl3

servile... Introile ..

(4
|0|
v2l

in exullalione...

Coda

100-115 a 20-35

125-145

Bb
V. 1.1 - Jubilate Deo

4)
v2 2

10
(2aa44)
V2 3

Scilole... Ipse fecil... Populus ejus

A t : 100-124

25
8(4M) • 8(4>4) t 9(5t4)

8
»

21
5(3<2)' 4(2»2) ^ 12(3t5«4)

76-84

84-92

92-99

9
(5M)

9
(5*4)

8
(4M)

101

|Kb|

|Ab|

v3.l

v3.2

v3.3

Introile...

Alriaeju.s. .

Laudale notnen..

While the text-driven nature of the musical form in the anthems is quite easily
understood, the form of Jubilate Deo is organized as much around motivic ideas as
textual ones and requires more careful consideration. In Example #9 we see that the
basic plan of this work is an arch form with an introduction and coda-like ending, but
Wilberg is not as strict in setting the text to suit the form. Notice for instance, that the
'A' section uses verse I, line 1 {Jubilate Deo, omnis terra) as its text and the return of
'A' uses the same text. The 'C section is also clearly demarcated both by text (all of
section "C is the third verse of the Psalm) as well as by music (each line of verse 3 gets
its own music that is distinct from the odiers while at the same time related). Thus, the
"A' and 'C sections are easily understood in terms of their form. The 'B' section
however is not so clear. Referring back to the chart, we observe that the 'B' section is
divided into two large sections, B1 and B2, and that both of these is further divided into
smaller units which are demarcated by the text. Bl contains lines 2 and 3 from verse 1,
while 82 contains all of verse 2. Furthermore, the music in B2 bears a distinct
relationship with that in Bl. This could lead the listener to believe that all of the text in
the B section is from the same verse. Instead, as is shown, the text is actually from two
different verses. It would have been clearer and more easily understood if Wilberg had
simply set the lines from verse 2 of the text in a musical setting all their own, thus
reinforcing the structure of the text. But in this piece, where motivic development is so
important, the musical ideas had to have as much importance as the textual ones.
Because the piece was written for the Utah Symphony Chorus, it seems reasonable that
Wilberg depart from strict text-driven practices and incorporate more motivically-driven
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ideas that would be more difficult for a typical church choir to master. Again, this shows
Wilberg's sensitivity to the individual nature of each commission.

Meter
Under the heading "Text" in this document, we discover that metric and rhythmic
concerns are a significant factor in Wilberg's creative process. Two characteristics of
Wilberg's use of meter and rhythm are apparent in his compositions. The first is his
dedication to correct textual prosody. In all of his works there is a fundamental
commitment to the proper declamation of text and the unification of musical elements
with the natural flow of language. Some specific examples will serve to illustrate how
Wilberg uses meter and rhythm to accomplish this goal of proper textual prosody.
Musical Excerpt # 2 is a reproduction of the opening bars of The Grateful Concert
Round. By directing our attention toward the multi-syllable words such as, above, begin,
universe, grate/ul, we see that Wilberg has used the 7/8 meter as well as his choice of
rhythmic content to allow all of the strong syllables to occur in appropriate context.
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Musical Excerot #2 - The Grateful Concert Round - m.5-m.20
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Another example of this practice is Musical Excerpt #3 from In Monte Oliveti.
Again we see that through the meter in 4 and the use of different rhythmic values Wilberg
highlights the natural patterns of the Latin language.

Musical Excerpt #3 - In Monte Oliveti — m.1-8

ba

JfPdivw
!n

mon - te

Ii - ve - ti

0 - ra - vii

id

Pa

irem;

The words "monte" and "Patrem" both use rhythmically even figures, but because the
strong syllable from both words occurs on a strong beat, correct prosody is maintained.
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The strong syllable of "Patrem" is given stronger emphasis with the addition of the
crescendo-decrescendo that happens in the third and fourth bar of the ostinato pattern.
This crescendo also helps us to hear the word "oravit" as an anacruses to "Patrem" thus
minimizing the awkward feeling of the placement of the strong syllable of "o-RA-vit" on
a weak beat in the measure. The word "Oliveti" is the only word of more than three
syllables in the text. By shortening the rhythmic value of the second syllable of the word,
Wilberg creates a feeling of antithesis that is resolved in the S'** syllable and again
maintains a sense of proper textual declamation.
Both of the previous examples are from pieces in which rhythm is treated more
evenly on the beat and in which there is not much rhythmic activity. In Jubilate Deo
Wilberg shows his ability to link meter, rhythm and textual declamation in a piece that
has much more rhythmic and metric variety. Musical Excerpt #4 shows measures 59-65
in which the meter begins in 6/8, then alternates 7/8, 6/8, and 7/8 before ending up back
in 6/8.
Musical Excerpt #4 - Jubilate Deo - m. 59-66
BASSES ^

td auo/- ni-am

at

at:.

non

mi-nus

The emphasized syllables are circled in order to highlight the fact that each is
somehow treated to allow for proper declamation. In m.59 "Sci — to - te," the strong
syllable has the long note value on the first beat of the measure, the word "quoniam" has
a similar treatment with the strong syllable getting the longest note value in the word as
well as placement on strong beat 3. Measure 60 is treated similarly but now in 7/8 meter.
In measure 61 proper declamation in 6/8 is achieved by treating the first syllable of "Deus" in a syncopated fashion. Continuing through the rest of this example, all of the text is
treated in similar fashion.
In determining the characteristics of meter and rhythm for any given work,
foremost in Wilberg's intent is that the music be useful and accessible to the group
commissioning the work.*" The table on the following page shows Wilberg's use of
meter in each of the four works.
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numeral in this row, this indicates that Va time is the only meter used in the work. The
final column, Regular/Irregular, indicates whether the meter changes occur in consistent,
predictable patterns (regular) or not (irregular). This information is significant, in that a
conductor may initially be concerned that the use of 7/8 meter with 4/4 meter will put this
work beyond the capability of a particular ensemble. However, because each verse
repeats the metrical pattern set up in the first verse, the difficulty of the changing meters
is negated and the work becomes very accessible for a church choir.
By way of contrast. Musical Excerpt #5 shows measures 19-27 oi Jubilate Deo.
We see in this example that the meter changes are not set according to a predictable
pattern, but rather according to what Wilberg has done musically and textually.

Musical Excerpt #5 - Jubilate Deo - iii.i9-27

Cl' ,'i Ji'/'lii'l'T'

1^ iflll'if

Ju-bi-la ' te,

Ju - bi

Ju - hi • U - te

De - o,

-

1* - le.

are no rhythmic complications used only to make the piece more difficult. In Wilberg's
own words, "I want the piece to be useful, not an exercise in rhythmic dexterity

Harmony
The final element of Wilberg's compositional process to be examined in this
document is harmony. As we would expect by now, the harmonic character of each of
Wilberg's works is as varied as the groups for which they are written. As with rhythm,
the harmonic structure of a work carries a tremendous amount of emotional context.
Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet is the most harmonically simple of the works
under present consideration. As was mentioned earlier, Wilberg wished to emphasize the
singing melody and regular text in this piece. Thus, the main emphases of this piece,
both the rhythmic and harmonic elements of the work were kept simple and
straightforward. The work is solidly in the key of F major, with contrasting smaller
sections in the relative minor. There are no extended chords beyond a 7"* and almost
every chord in the work is diatonic or closely related to either F major or D minor. The
most complex harmonic area of this work is the 'B' section that begins in m. 71 and
finishes in m. 87, as can be seen in Example #9 on the following page.

Interview by author, 6 January 2002, Salt Lake City.
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Example #9 - Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet - m.71-87
B: 71-86
71-78
'

79-86
8

(4 + 4)
d

+

y

8

^

(4 + 4)
[Eb-Bb/Db-Ab]

SAT
V.3 "Jesu the hope of souls forlorn...'

This section begins in D minor for the first eight measures then modulates briefly
by S"' relation in m. 78 to Eb in m. 79. Measures 79-80 and 81-82 form a harmonic
sequence: Eb-Bb in 79-80 and Db-Ab in 81-82, the two joined by another 3"* relation
modulation in m.80 from Bb major to Db major, which arrives in Ab major in m.81. The
final four measures of the 'B' section are in F minor, the parallel of the home key F
major. The modulation is preparation for the return of the 'A' section, and F major
occurs in m. 86 with the use of C major, the dominant of both keys. This harmonic
language, simple and straightforward, is perfectly suited to the church choir for which the
piece was written.
In contrast, the harmonic language of In Monte Oliveti is much more challenging.
This piece is a reverent and reflective work that is simg a cappella. The harmony of this
movement is seemingly static with hardly any rhythmic activity, allowing for the solo
voice, which sings the words of Christ from Matthew 26: 39,41-42, to be the primary

focus of the piece. The key signature has four sharps which do not imply any particular
tonal center but are used only to more conveniently notate the accidentals.
Example #10 — In Monte Oliveti
Tenor solo:
"Pater, si
fieri

Tenor solo:
"transeat
ame calix

Chorus:
Ostinato 3- In
Monte Oliveti
oravit ad

Chorus:
Ostinato 4- In
Monte Oliveti
oravit ad

&
Chorus:
Ostinato I- In
Vfonte Oliveti
oravit ad

Chorus:
Ostinato 2- In
Monte Oliveti
oravit ad

Chorus:
Ostinato 5- In
Monte Oliveti
oravit ad

Tenor solo:
"Caro
autem in

i

'I" I L.tlP

Chorus:
Ostinato 5In Monte
Oliveti
oravit ad

pk
Chorus:
Ostinato 11In Monte
Oliveti oravit
ad Patrem.

Chorus:
Ostinato 6[n Monte
Oliveti
oravit ad
Patrem.

. , t

I I I

I 'i

. , 1• ; 1
^f'

Chorus:
Ostinato 7In Monte
Oliveti
oravit ad

Chorus:
Chorus:
Ostinato
Ostinato 9- In
8-In
Monte Oliveti
Monte
oravit ad
Oliveti
Patrem.
oravit ad
Patrem.
Tenor solo:
"fiat
voluntas
tua."

¥
Chorus:
Ostinato 12In Monte
Oliveti oravit
ad Patrem.

Chorus:
Ostinato 10- In
Monte Oliveti
oravit ad

As shown in Example #10, the main harmonic focus of the piece is a downward
descent and ascent by chromatic half-steps, with this movement always occurring in the
lowest sounding voice. The G# and F# M2 in the divided soprano part in m. #1 seems to
be the primary interval of the piece as this interval continues to be sounded in each
measure until m. 50 when the F# disappears and the G# continues on to the end. The
choir sings a repeated four-bar ostinato pattern on the text "In Monte Oliveti oravit ad
patrem" (On Mount Olivet he prayed to the Father), [n conjunction with repetitions 3&4
of the ostinato, the tenor sings "Pater, si fieri potest, transeat a me calix iste" or (Father, if
it is possible let this cup pass from me). Then at repetitions 9«S:10 the soloist continues,
"Spiritus quidem promptus est, caro autem in firma" (the spirit is willing but the flesh is
weak).
The dissonance in the work created by the cluster harmonies is reflective of the
tension and strain that was felt by Christ as he suffered in the Garden of Gethsemane.
That he suffered some kind of conflict is evidenced by his words as spoken in Matthew
26 "Father if it is possible let this cup pass from me," and which are part of the text of the
tenor soloist in this work. This dissonance is created by the omnipresence of the M2
interval F#/G# which is present in sopranos as well as the Db/Eb which is present in the
divided alto part after m.5. It is also created by the chromatic descent/ascent of the
lowest singing voice throughout the work. Toward the end of the work in m. #53, this
chromatic motion is completed as both the sopranos and altos arrive at a unison G#.
Now, the harmonic tension disappears signaling that Christ's will is now unified to the
Father's, as the tenor soloist sings again the words of Christ "flat voluntas tua" (thy will

be done). This could be the end of the piece, but Wiiberg still has something to say.
Instead of finishing the work with the unified G# of the women as we might expect, in
the penultimate measure Wiiberg brings back the male voices, filling out first a b minor
chord then moving to the last measure with the M2 interval again but now G#/A#. This
leaves the piece extremely unsettled. When asked about this ending Wiiberg responded:
"...the work finishes this way because for me, the event of the Garden was not the
completion of Jesus' mission. I didn't want to leave people with a sense of finality or
completion in the music because the story goes on.""*^ This work was composed for the
Bach Society of Minnesota, a Community/Professional chorus, and shows that use of
harmony is another way that Wiiberg tailors each work to a specific group and purpose.

Mack Wiiberg, Telephone interview by author, 20 September 2001, Tucson.
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CONCLUSION
Wilberg is a gifted composer who is able to create a wide variety of music to suit
various styles and levels of ability according to the commissions that come to him. These
original compositions form about one-third of his total output, and are representative of
the practical, pragmatic response that Wilberg has to the art.
Unlike some modem-day composers who turn out a large repertoire of pieces that
use formulaic compositional techniques and sound very similar, Wilberg instead finds his
place in creating works that show a broad understanding and appreciation of musical
styles. The anthems, Jesu the Very Thought is Sweet and The Gratejul Concert Round,
show his understanding of hymnody in their simple harmonic and rhythmic settings and
the choice of rhyming, metered texts. Jubilate Deo has a completely different kind of
style which is much more harmonically, rhythmically and textually complex. In this
piece, musical factors, particularly motivic development, are a larger function of the
orgam'zation of the work than the anthems that are orgam'zed by text. It is more of a
synthesis of choral and instrumental idioms. In Monte Oliveti allows us to see Wilberg's
craft in a minimalist setting that is not harmonically diatonic, nor rhythmically
challenging. Instead, the focus of the work is the text and the portrayal of the tension and
suffering of Christ in Gethsemane.
In each of these works, Wilberg's practical goal has been to create compositions
that will satisfy the needs of each particular commission while maintaining his desire to
stay away firom formulaic composition. In his words;
Often, a group or individual will call and tell me that they would like to
commission a work that is like one or the other of my other pieces. Sometimes
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they get something close to what they had envisioned; sometimes there are
surprises. I really try to maintain the concept that each one of these efforts should
be a unique and distinct creation and not get locked into someone else's idea of
who I am as a composer.^
Because of his association with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, much of his time
and energy is devoted to composing and ananging for that particular group. This is to be
expected of an individual who has always focused his composition energies on the groups
he is directing; it is very natural given this composer's practical tendencies. Wilberg
hopes his work with the smaller ensemble, the Temple Square Choral, will lead to some
new composition, possibly some larger works for chorus and instruments, along the lines
of Tres Cantus Laudenti*^
Wilberg's contributions to the area of sacred choral music are a significant
achievement in an already successful career. Future compositions will continue to
augment his reputation as one of this country's leading figures in the choral art.

** Interview by author, 5 January 2002, Salt Lake City.
Ibid.,
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APPENDIX: ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS BY MACK WILBERG
arranged chronologically
I'll Speak The Honors Of My King. Text from the Psalm paraphrases of Isaac Watts
(Psalm 45,47, and 145). Orchestra/Organ or Smdl Instrumental Ensemble (2
Flutes, I Oboe, 3 Horns in F, Timpani, Organ, Percussion (opt.) Harp
(opt.))/Organ, SATB Chorus, soprano solo. Commissioned by Keynote Arts
Association for the 1991 San Francisco Choral Festival. Chapel Hill: Hinshaw
Music, Inc., 1992. Octavo #: HMB-186.
"Jubilate Deo" Tres Cantus Laudenti. Text from Psalm 100:1-4. Orchestra (Trumpets,
Horns, Trombones, Tuba, Percussion)/Organ or Organ/Percussion, SATB Chorus.
Laudate Pueri and Jubilate Deo were commissioned and premiered by the Utah
Symphony Chorus, Ed Thompson, Director, May 1989. Chapel Hill: Hinshaw
Music, Inc., 1992. Octavo #: HMB-178.
"Laudate Pueri" Tres Cantus Laudenti. Text from Psalm 113:1-4. Orchestra (Trumpets,
Horns, Trombones, Tuba, Percussion)/Organ, or Organ/Percussion, SATB
Chorus. Laudate Pueri and Jubilate Deo were conmiissioned and premiered by the
Utah Symphony Chorus, Ed Thompson, Director, May 1989. Chapel Hill:
Hinshaw Music, Inc., 1992. Octavo #: HMB-178.
"Laudate Dominum" Tres Cantus Laudenti. Text from Psalm 150. Orchestra (Trumpets,
Horns, Trombones, Tuba, Percussion)/Organ, or Organ/Percussion, SATB
Chorus. The third of the set, this work was composed in 1990 and Tres Cantus
Laudenti was performed in its three-movement form by the Brigham Young
University Concert Choir, Mack Wilberg, Director, in March of the same year.
Chapel Hill: Hinshaw Music, Inc., 1992. Octavo #: HMB-178.
"In Monti Oliveti" Season Songs. A Lenten reflection based on text from Matthew 26:
39,41-42. A cappella, SATB/div., tenor solo. Commissioned by the Bach Society
of Minnesota for performance at the 1995 national convention of the American
Choral Directors Association, Paul E. Oakley, Director. New York: Oxford
University Press, Inc., 1998. Octavo #: 94.358.
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"Vident Stellam Magi" Season Songs. An Epiphany Dance based on text from Matt.
2:1,2,10,11. Piano/Woodwinds/Percnssion, TBB Chorus, TBB soloists.
Commissioned by the Bach Society of Minnesota for performance at the 1995
national convention of the American Choral Directors Association, Paul E.
Oakley, Director. New York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 1998.
Octavo #; 94.359.
"O Filii et Filiae" Season Songs. An Easter Celebration based on text from Mark 16:
1,2,6; Luke 24:6-12, 36-40, 50-53; John 20:24-29. Piano 4Hands/Woodwinds/Percussion, SATB Chorus. Commissioned by the Bach
Society of Minnesota for perfomiance at the 1995 national convention of the
American Choral Directors Association, Paul E. Oakley, Director. Unpublished.
Lord, When the Sense of Thy Sweet Grace. Text by Richard Crashaw (1613-1649).
Organ, SATB Chorus. Commissioned by the LeMars Iowa Community School
Music Booster Association in memory of Dr. John Sether and performed at the
1994 Iowa Choral Directors Association Summer Convention and Symposium.
New York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 1998. Octavo #: 94.260.
The Gratefiil Concert Round. Text by Phillip Skelton (1707-1767) adapted.
Organ/Glockenspiel, SATB Chorus. Commissioned by Mt. Lebanon United
Methodist Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in honor of Gretchen Franz, Director
of Music. New York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 2001.
Octavo #: 98.236,
Jesu, The Very Thought Is Sweet. Text by Bernard of Cliarvaux (1091-1153), J.M. Neale
(1818-1866), trans.. Organ/Flute, SATB/div., soprano descant. Commissioned by
Dr. David Beming for the Westminster Oratorio Choir and Orchestra,
Westminster Presbyterian Church, Des Moines, Iowa, Randal Buikema, Director.
New York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 2001.
Octavo #: 98.207.
Thou Lovely Source of True Delight. Text by Anne Steele (1716-1778), alt. Additional
text by David Warner. Organ, SATB div. Unpublished.
Let Us With A Gladsome Mind. Text by John Milton (1608-1674), sel. and alL
Additional text by Mack Wilberg. Orchestra/Organ, SATB Chorus.
Commissioned by Dr. David Beming for the Westminster Oratorio Choir and
Orchestra, Westminster Presbyterian Church, Randall Buikema, Director.
Unpublished.
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Soli Deo Gloria. Text firom the Caiov Bible, Volume I, Book I, Translation by Thomas
Rossin. Orchestra (flutes, oboes, bassoon, trumpets in D, timpani, strings)/Organ,
SATB Chorus, Soprano/Tenor soloists. Commissioned by the Bach Choir of
Miimesota, Paul E. Oakley, Director, with a grant fi-om the National Endowment
for the Arts Composer-in-Residence program. Unpublished.
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